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Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by mr. emunah - 19 Jun 2013 18:09
_____________________________________

this is a thread in honour of our english phriends.

They have fish n' chips there...

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 10 Sep 2013 19:07
_____________________________________

rudolf?

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by moish u.k. - 10 Sep 2013 19:19
_____________________________________

ZemirosShabbos wrote:

rudolf?

huh?

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 10 Sep 2013 22:08
_____________________________________
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"rain", dear!

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 12 Sep 2013 04:18
_____________________________________

Cricket and Succos,.... both get 'rained off' here in blightey.

I've still not built my succah, 

  

I think I'm getting a bit stressed over this!

Oh well, maybe tomorrow!

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by moish u.k. - 12 Sep 2013 19:52
_____________________________________

Have Bitochon, it might just rain this succos!!!

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Pidaini - 16 Oct 2013 14:30
_____________________________________

Just for the record, it rained once in London this sukkos. (Do we need to make a special
bracha?)

========================================================================
====
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Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Lizhensk - 16 Oct 2013 21:41
_____________________________________

Pidaini wrote:

Just for the record, it rained once in London this sukkos. (Do we need to make a special
bracha?)

Just once!?!?!?! i dont believe it... your shver must've paid someone

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Dr.Watson - 16 Oct 2013 21:50
_____________________________________

it only rained twice over succos in Manchester ......

Warning: Spoiler!
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========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 22 Oct 2013 03:41
_____________________________________

O.K I need to JUST HAVE SOME FUN, like it says on the packet.

In England they have Red Buses (London) red letter boxes, red telephone boxes (used to
anyway) and red soldiers. The soldiers here used to be called Redcoats, and Black cabs.

Anything else you can think of?

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Lizhensk - 22 Oct 2013 13:41
_____________________________________

Im a yank, but i heard something about the gold jubilee or something?

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by sanon - 22 Oct 2013 14:00
_____________________________________

the hogwarts basic uniform is black

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 24 Oct 2013 02:54
_____________________________________

The Royal Prince George has 7 G-dfathers, what is that, is it kind of a Sandek?
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Do they wait till 3 months to do the 'crisening' for any special reason?

Did he have a Bris? OOOH there's a question.

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 24 Oct 2013 04:00
_____________________________________

That's even more than the mafia :O

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by sanon - 24 Oct 2013 04:29
_____________________________________

As far as I know the royal family do have some sort of bris and a G-dfather is like a kvatter.

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Lizhensk - 24 Oct 2013 15:49
_____________________________________

sanon? how are u posting on the men's forum?

========================================================================
====
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